M6 Junction 17 Pinch Point Scheme
Temporary Traffic Regulation Order
Diversion Plan - Closure of A534
EB between Congleton Rd and A5022
Holmes Chapel Rd - to A534 only

Left turn ban from Congleton Rd to A534 Old Mill Rd Eastbound.

Note: HGVs reaching the closure of the A534 Old Mill Road eastbound will have to wait at the closure to be escorted through the works as the alternative route through Sandbach is not suitable for HGVs.

For access to M6 see plan 530003-TTRO-08

Key
Length of Closure (Full M6 Junction 17)
Proposed diversion route
Proposed diversion route for traffic over 16'0" in height
Proposed unsigned diversion route for traffic reaching the closure (Light vehicles only)